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Senior Safety Marcell Harris
On winning the East back-to-back years and while voting isn’t out yet this week people are
saying they are going to pick Georgia… what do you think about that?...
“We think that it is something we get every year, and that it is something everybody says
and we’re going to prove everyone wrong, once again.”

On the tone being used when talking about defense…
“On every SEC team, the face of the team isn’t going to be the same every year. We have
new guys in that have already contributed to our team in ways we didn’t expect, especially
last year throughout last season. It’s about getting the new guys ready to play.”

On the quarterback talk surrounding Florida…
“I love it. I love the competition that is present everyday. Each quarterback is pushing each
other, and I love that they are making each other work harder. I can’t wait to see what
those guys bring to the table.”

On Tennessee breaking the streak last year and how he perceives them as an opponent…
“Honestly, it is just another aspect in our head telling us we have to always finish the game.
We can’t start out strong and not finish the game against teams in the SEC and teams in
general.”
On opening the season against Michigan in AT&T Stadium…
“I’ve heard nothing but great things about the AT&T stadium. It is one of the biggest
stadiums in football. I can’t wait to step out on that field and see the atmosphere in Dallas.
Everyone says everything is bigger in Dallas, so I am really looking forward to it.”

On having a high profile, non-conference opponent to start the season…
“We have just been preparing at a higher level. We can’t take any team for granted because
every team comes out to win. We have to come out with a chip on our shoulder. The last
time we played Michigan it didn’t turn out that great. We have a lot of younger guys who
haven’t experienced that yet, so I’m excited to see the game that’s going to be played. It’s
going to be a great one.”

